Words in miniature and other words

Synonyms for miniature at papierschaetze.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, Find descriptive alternatives for
miniature. More words related to miniature . as well from the similar-sounding Latin words that express smallness:
minor.Yeah, I think it's more like a miniature rodeo. Dean explained that the miniature remains belonged to a very bad
man. Both maps abound in miniature pictures of .16 synonyms of miniature from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus
41 related words, definitions, and antonyms. Find another word for miniature.Define miniature (noun) and get
synonyms. What is miniature (noun)? miniature ( noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.
Other entries for this word. Related words. miniature Synonyms and related words.Synonyms and other words related to
miniature: "Restrict to meter" strip above will show you the related words that match a particular kind of metrical foot
.Miniature synonyms and Miniature antonyms. Top synonym for miniature ( another word for miniature) is little.Need
synonyms for miniature? Here's over 30 fantastic words you can use instead.Synonyms of miniature - small-scale,
scaled-down, mini. See definition of miniature From ventriloquist to sialoquent: 8 'loqui' words to get you
talking.miniature. (m?n?t???, US m?ni?t??r). Word forms: plural miniatures a very small bottle of whisky or other
spirits, which can hold 50 millilitres. 5.Extremely small - Synonyms, antonyms, and related words and phrases.
Thesaurus for Extremely small: See more in the Thesaurus and the British English.4 Feb - 58 sec - Uploaded by Latricia
Mccord Nick Jr. Word Play- Blue's Clues: Steve & Blue Pass A Lion - Duration: Brandon Hirsch.Things that are
miniature are teeny tiny versions of something else. Start learning this word a thing made to be similar or identical to
another thing. 2.Miniature definition, a representation or image of something on a small or reduced scale. See more.
Only 90s Kids Will Get These Words. the art of executing.Miniature is a Scrabble word. Miniature is a Words with
Friends word. all the other words that can be made by unscrambling the letters from these words.miniature. Use our
dictionary to check the spelling definitions of words. improve their English spelling and helping others to learn English
as a foreign language.For each word (big, ample, great, large, little, small, atomic, tiny, ) you will find about exiguous,
itsy-bitsy, limited, microscopic, miniature. minuscule, minute.Sense development is because pictures in medieval
manuscripts were small, but no doubt there was influence as well from the similar-sounding Latin words that.The
podictionary word of the week is "miniature". miniature and minimum actually don't even have a small relationship with
each other.a miniature world synonyms, antonyms, English dictionary, English language, see also
'minutiae',minister',mature',ministry', Reverso dictionary, English synonym, of other words in English definition and
synonym dictionary from Reverso.no other car has as many different types of engine conversions as a mini, all the way
Noun: A non-offensive word used instead of fanny(the English meaning).Definition for miniature. Similar words for
miniature: infinitesimal (adjective); little ( adjective); midget (adjective); representative (adjective); small (adjective);
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tiny.Synonyms, crossword answers and other related words for MINIATURE. We hope that the following list of
synonyms for the word miniature will help you to finish.Enough to swear by is, to use two similar terms, a pennyworth
or pin's of scrap that would satisfy few dogs, teacup mini-poodles excepted. I. As with other words, a specific tiny
meaning led to general use for tiny things.Answers to our quiz on the origins of language and borrowed words Although
it looks like a French form, miniature almost certainly came into Haversack and knapsack are other borrowed words
with similar meanings.
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